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Horizontal winding machines of size upto 
1400 x 3000 mm

2000 tons Hydraulic press for high 
strength and compact insulation parts

High speed computerized line for quality 
silicon sheet core laminations

300KW VPD equipment with top loading 
autoclaves suitable for power transformers 
up to 200MVA

Overview

The Asset
Heavy Electrical Complex

Key Production Facilities

The factory is designed for large scale 
production of heavy and high voltage 
electrical equipment with the heaviest 
item currently being produced weighing 
about a 100 tons (132KV). The building is 
capable of handling production of items 
weighing up to 200 tons (rated voltage up 
to 500KV).

Company Incorporation December 1991

Commercial Operations 1998

Production Capacity 3,000 MVA / Annum

Location Haripur

Total Leasehold Land About 62 acres

Factory Area 43 acres

Plant Covered Area 6.28 acres

Quality Certification ISO-9001

Main Product Mix 
6.3 to 40 MVA Power 
Transformers

Primary Target Market DISCOs across Pak.

Company Highlights

§ HEC is located in Hattar Industrial 
Estate, Haripur in close proximity to 
the CPEC route, a mere 2 KM from 
Kot Najeebullah Interchange on the 
Hazara Expressway (E35).

§ This provides HEC ready access to 
several key customers such as 
PESCO, TESCO, IESCO, LESCO, 
GEPCO & FESCO.

§ Approximately 20 acres of 
additional land is available for 
diversification / expansion.
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Overview

§ Heavy Electrical Complex 
(“HEC”) is a corporate 
entity engaged in 
manufacturing of power 
transformers of 132KV 
and 66KV.

§ The government of 
Pakistan (“GoP”) holds 
96.6% shares in HEC and 
intends to divest its entire 
equity stake along with 
transfer of management 
control to a strategic 
investor (“Transaction”).

§ The power sector in 
Pakistan is rapidly 
growing with further 
generation capacity being 
added and more 
investment to be made in 
the T&D network.

Investment Highlights 

Transaction Highlights 
Introduction and Background

Integrated Production Facility 

HEC has a high quality power transformer manufacturing facility with an annual production 
capacity of 3,000 MVA.

u

v Product Design Certification1

Power transformer procurement in Pakistan necessitates compliance with NTDC / WAPDA 
specification P-46 20082.  Extension in validity of type testing certification for HEC manufactured power 
transformers is currently under process. 

Ideal Location

HEC is conveniently located at Hattar Industrial Estate, KPK on the Hazara Expressway (CPEC 
route), approximately 60 Km away from Islamabad. This provides it with ready access to a large chunk 
of its target market in the country’s north and central regions.

w

Prime Industrial Land

About 62 acres of prime industrial land is available to HEC. The current facilities are established on 
approximately 43 acres with the rest providing a ripe opportunity for expansion / diversification.

x

EOI 
Submission

Deadline

SOQ 
Submission 

Deadline

Prequalification and 
Investor DD

Bidding

Next Steps for the Transaction

1 Federal Government has already approved the extension which is currently under process.
2Mandates type testing of power transformers every 5 years.
3 https://www.ppra.org.pk/doc/commerce.pdf

Potential for Product Mix Expansion and Diversification 

Significant potential to expand and diversify into i) distribution transformers ii) power transformers 
of voltages higher than 132KV and iii) allied grid station / electrical equipment, using base plant facilities.

z

Local Manufacturing Advantage

Under S.R.O.827(I)/20013, price preference of 25%4 is accorded to local manufacturer of 
engineering goods in case of procurement by government or public sector agencies5. 

y

4 For local manufacturer having over thirty percent value addition through indigenous manufacturing.
5HEC’s target market primarily comprises of the country’s 10 public sector distribution companies and K-Electric.
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The Asset
Heavy Electrical Complex
Product & Service Mix

§ HEC manufactures power transformers of 132KV and 66KV with unit rating ranging from 6.3 – 40 MVA. Due to limited 
local production of power transformers currently, a significant part of the annual demand is met through import.

§ The company also offers power transformer repair / rehabilitation services to WAPDA / DISCOs / K-Electric / Industrial 
Consumers and has developed extensive capabilities to undertake the repair of up to 500KV power transformers (power 
capacity ranging from 71 MVA to 200 MVA). This is currently the highest voltage in the power system of the country.

§ Moreover, HEC is also offering erection, testing and commissioning services of power transformers at site.

§ Since inception, HEC has manufactured and supplied 335 power transformers along with rehabilitation / repair of 242 
power transformers.

1Historical financial statements are available on HEC’s website – www.hec.net.pk
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Key Financials and Future Potential1

§ As at June 30, 2020, HEC has a 
paid up capital of PKR 1.46 Billion 
and net equity of PKR 2.52 Billion.

§ Total Assets of HEC amount to PKR 
3.65 Billion, primarily comprising of 
land, building and plant & 
machinery of PKR 2.55 Billion.

§ HEC’s annual revenues have 
historically touched PKR 910 Million 
however, have experienced a dip in 
the past few years due to liquidity 
constraints.

§ With orders worth PKR 1.18 Billion 
(secured through a competitive 
bidding process) in hand, HEC is 
well placed to achieve historical 
revenue levels.
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Pakistan’s Economy
A Snapshot
Key Facts

POPULATION 

220.8 million

ECONOMY SIZE (GDP)

US$ 307 billion

AREA

881,913 sq. km

Name: Islamic Republic of Pakistan 
Capital: Islamabad
Major Languages: Urdu, English
Major Religion: Islam (98%)
Currency: Pakistani Rupee 

POPULATION GROWTH

1.92% 

LABOUR FORCE2

63.4 million

§ Pakistan has been on a path of stabilization since 2018, 
supplemented by IMF’s US$ 6 billion, 39 month Extended Fund 
Facility (EFF) for Pakistan. Stabilizing inflation and the transition 
to a market determined exchange rate have gone a long way 
towards correcting structural imbalances as acknowledged by 
IMF’s Executive Board in its December 2019 EFF review. 

§ Key business climate reforms have seen Pakistan’s ranking in 
the WBG’s Doing Business Report 2020 improve by 28 points 
from 136 to 108 out of 190 economies.

§ Though global economies are facing challenges due to COVID –
19, Pakistan is amongst the least affected and is on track to 
recover and grow by over 2.0% in FY21. This is confirmed by 
LSM sector’s 4.8% year on year growth in the 1st quarter of 
FY21 alongside record cement sales and automobile sales 
surpassing pre-COVID-19 FY20 levels1.

§ Remittances in FY20 totaled US$ 23.12 Billion reflecting a surge 
of 6.4% from the previous year. The trend is continuing in FY21 
with remittances recording strong growth of 26.5 % year on 
year, during Jul – Oct 2020. 

§ Cumulative current account surplus in 4 months of FY21 is US$ 
1.2 Billion with exports recovering to monthly pre – COVID levels 
of around US$ 2 Billion in Sept and Oct 2020.

Key Fundamentals – Pakistan – Poised to takeoff

1 https://www.sbp.org.pk/m_policy/2020/MPS-Nov-2020-Eng.pdf
2PBS Labour Force Survey 2017 -18

u CPEC Phase II
With a bulk of  infrastructure projects under the CPEC 
umbrella nearing completion, Pakistan is geared to move 
towards wide ranging projects under the ambitious Phase II 
agenda encompassing special economic zones, agriculture 
and telecom infrastructure amongst others

v Pakistan’s Economy to be in Global Top 20 by 
2050 
“The largest movers over the next 35 years are projected to 
be Nigeria, Vietnam and Pakistan….Vietnam could move from 
32nd to 20th, and Pakistan could move from 24th to 16th”  -
Projected GDP rankings (at PPP).

w Continued Investor Confidence 
In May 2017, MSCI moved Pakistan from Frontier Markets to 
Emerging Markets. This reclassification has put Pakistan 
alongside India, China, Thailand, Malaysia, Korea, Indonesia, 
Philippines and Taiwan – from Asia. Pakistan has maintained 
its status in the Emerging Markets since its upgradation in 
2017. 

Economic Outlook – Stabilization and growth in the COVID 19 environment

https://www.sbp.org.pk/m_policy/2020/MPS-Nov-2020-Eng.pdf
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Installed Power Transformers (up to 132kV)

The Electricity Market
An Overview of the Shifting Dynamics 
Future Prospects – Peak Demand and Generation Additions

1 Indicative Generation Capacity Expansion Plan 2018 – 47 prepared by NTDC.
2NEPRA State of Industry Report 2020
3Computed using consumption data from NEPRA State of Industry Report and Provisional Census 2017 results

§ Peak demand for electricity is 
expected to double within the 
next 15 years as projected by 
the government1 and in line 
with historical growth 
patterns.

§ The current installed 
generation capacity of the 
country is 38, 719 MW2 with 
projects of over 10,000 MW 
currently under development.

§ Pakistan’s present per capita 
electricity consumption 
(approximately 471 kWh / 
capita3) is expected to grow 
given Pakistan’s growth 
trajectory and increasing 
focus on industrialization 
through CPEC phase II.

4Alternative and Renewable Energy Policy 2019
5 Variable Renewable Energy Integration and Planning Study conducted by Tractebel for the World Bank nov

Pakistan’s Distribution Network – Expansion and Optimization 
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Installed Distribution Transformers

5-Yr CAGR: 4.1%

§ The demand for power and 
distribution transformers is 
expected to exceed historical 
growth rates based on 
factors discussed below.

§ GoP has set ambitious 
targets for renewable energy 
uptake under the ARE Policy 
20194. Achievement of these 
targets is dependent on 
concurrent investments in 
the grid to support this 
addition5.

§ 17% of the installed power 
transformers and 7.5% of the 
distribution transformers are 
currently deemed overloaded 
and need augmentation / 
replacement.

Regional Per Capita Consumption (kWh / capita)

5-Yr CAGR: 4.9%
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1st Floor, Kalim Plaza, F-8 Markaz, Kaghan Road, 
Islamabad. 
PABX: +92 51 2851112-5, Fax: +92 51 2851116

DISCLAIMER
This Transaction Teaser (the “Teaser“) describes and summarizes the key highlights of Heavy Electrical Complex (the “Asset”) and has been prepared by Financial Advisors (“FA”) National Bank of Pakistan (“NBP”) and Bridge Factor Private Limited (“BF”), 
on behalf of the Privatisation Commission (the “PC”), solely for informational purposes and to be used by prospective investors in considering their interest in the privatisation process of the Asset. RSM Avais Hyder Liaquat Nauman and Axis Law Chambers 
(“Sub-Consultants”), appointed for this transaction, along with the FA express no opinion on any of the financial statements or other data/ information included in this Teaser.

This Teaser has been prepared to assist prospective investors in making their own evaluation of the Asset and does not purport to contain all the information which a prospective investor may desire. In all cases, prospective investors should conduct their 
own investigation / due diligence and analysis of the Asset and the data set forth in this Teaser. The contents of this Teaser are not to be construed as legal, financial or tax advice. The PC, the Asset or the FA do not make any representation or warranty as to 
the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Teaser and neither shall have any liability for any representations, expressed or implied, contained in, or omitted from, this Teaser. 

It is clarified that FA did not audit, compile, or apply agreed-upon procedures to any financial information presented by the Asset in this Teaser. The FA, the Sub-Consultants, and their affiliated partnerships or bodies corporate, the partners, directors,
principals, managers, employees or agents of any of them (the “Parties”) have not independently verified or validated the information and therefore do not make any undertaking, representation or provide any warranty, expressed or implied, as to the 
accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information contained in this document.

This Teaser is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, offering memorandum, a public offering of the Asset or the business, as defined under applicable securities legislation and does not constitute or form any part of any offer to 
sell or recommendation to subscribe for, underwrite or purchase securities, nor shall it, or any part of it, be relied upon in any way in connection with any contract for the acquisition of an equity interest in the Asset. Any sale of securities will be made pursuant 
to a share purchase agreement and/or shareholder’s agreement or similar agreement(s) as described herein. The information contained in this Teaser may be subject to updating, expansion, revision and amendment. However, neither the Asset nor the FA 
undertake any obligation to update, expand, revise or amend any information or to correct any inaccuracies contained in this Teaser or to provide the recipients with additional information.

All inquiries regarding the Asset and any requests for additional information should be directed to Key Contacts of PC & FA.

For inquiries you may contact the following representatives of our team 

Investment Banking Division-CIBG, Head Office 
Building, I.I.Chundrigar Road Karachi, 
T:+92-21-99062119

Iftikhar Hussain Naqvi Salman Amin

Director General
Privatisation Commission
T: +92 51 9204593
dgamc@privatisation.gov.pk

Sr. Consultant (Energy)
Privatisation Commission
T: +92 51 924 6046
salman@privatisation.gov.pk

Syed Waseem Raza Frasat Ali

Director
Bridge Factor Private Limited
T: +92 51 285 1112
wraza@bridgefactor.com

Unit Head-Investment Banking
National Bank of Pakistan
T: +92 21 9906 2126
ali.frasat@nbp.com.pk 

Privatization Commission 
Government of Pakistan

Financial Advisors for Transaction


